
By exploring the intertextual context formed by quotations and allusions to the
Greek Old Testament, this paper considers how to understand the referent of
to; logiko;n a[dolon gavla ejpipoqhvsate (to logikon adolon gala epipothésate; “crave
pure, spiritual milk”) in 1 Pet 2:2. The understanding of the milk as the word
of God is rejected in favor of a reading that refers to craving the moral trans-
formation necessary to sustain life in Christ.

One of the intriguing exegetical issues in 1 Peter is how to interpret the phrase
to; logiko;n a[dolon gavla (to logikon adolon gala; “pure, spiritual milk”) in 2:2. This
study argues the intertextual space created by the allusion to LXX Ps 33:9 in 1 Pet
2:3 is the determining interpretive context for understanding this metaphor.

Psalm 33, as it is found in the Greek translation in the Septuagint (Psalm 34
in the Hebrew and English), permeates the first letter the apostle Peter wrote to
Christians scattered across northern Asia Minor.1 While Isaiah 53 forms the back-
bone of Peter’s Christology, LXX Psalm 33 forms the scriptural basis of his exhor-
tations about how Christians are to live in a society not congenial to the beliefs and
worldview of the gospel of Jesus Christ.

A COMPARISON OF THE HEBREW PSALM 34 AND ITS GREEK PSALM 33

As the extensive use of LXX Psalm 33 in 1 Peter shows, Peter did not simply
proof-text when quoting the OT but grounded his point in the original sense of the
Hebrew Psalm, albeit as it had been contextualized by the Greek translator for the
Diaspora setting. The psalm originally referred to an incident in David’s life when he
was living in the land of the Philistines to escape Saul’s pursuit (1 Sam 27:1).
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But life among the Philistines had become threatening, and David “changed
his face”—possibly feigning insanity—to allow him to escape from that dangerous
situation (1 Sam 21:10-15). The Hebrew Psalm 34 is David’s hymn celebrating
how the LORD delivered him from his fears and the threats against him in that bleak
period of his life.

The Hebrew psalm writer reinterpreted this event in David’s life for a broad-
er audience, transforming narrative into parenetic and making David an example of
a faithful Israelite to encourage his readers to learn the LORD delivers those who
fear him.2

The later Septuagint translator further contexualized the psalm when he trans-
lated it into Greek for his Jewish readers living in Diaspora under the Hellenistic
kings. The Greek translation capitalizes on the fact that the event that inspired the
psalm occurred when David was living outside of Jerusalem, in a place under the
control of pagan rulers—when, in other words, he was living in exile, sojourning in
a place that was not his home.

The translator accomplished this contextualization for Diaspora readers pri-
marily by translating the ambiguous Hebrew word t/rWgm] (mºgûrôt) in 34:5, point-
ed in the Masoretic Text (MT) to mean terrors or fears, with the Greek paroikiw'n
(paroikión; “sojournings”).3 Either the translator read t/rWgm] as a participle of rWg
(gûr; “to sojourn”) or he interpreted the “fears” more specifically as the fears aris-
ing from sojourning in a dangerous place, from which the Lord delivered David
when he was living in exile among the Philistines away from Judah. Just as the Lord
delivered David from the dangers of sojourning, so he would deliver his people liv-
ing in the precarious Diaspora under the Hellenistic kings.

The Greek translation of Ps 34:8 also reinforces this contextualization with
the translation of the Hebrew Qal participle hn<jo (≤óneh; “encamps”) as the future
parembalei' (“will encamp”), underscoring the verse as an assurance for future gen-
erations of readers: “an angel of the LORD will encamp around those who fear him.”

In the NT the apostle Peter has framed his letter to Christians of Asia Minor
with the Diaspora motif (see 1 Pet 1:1 [“scattered”]; 5:13 [“Babylon”]). And in
1 Pet 1:17, he uses paroikiva (paroikia, “sojourn”), the same Greek word as found
in LXX Ps 33:5, to refer to the threatening situation of his original readers.

Peter wants his Christian readers also to learn the fear of the Lord who res-
cues those who fear him, and he directly applies the hopes and promises of LXX
Psalm 33 to his contemporary readers. This application of the Greek Psalm 33 in
1 Peter as a basis for Peter’s instructions about Christian living is very congenial to
his use of the Suffering Servant of Isaiah 53 for his Christology because Psalm 33
is also about the righteous sufferer whom God does not abandon.
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The example of Christ as the perfect righteous sufferer is a nexus in which
Peter’s use of the Isaiah prophecy and Psalm 33 meet. “Christ suffered for you,
leaving you an example, that you should follow in his steps” (1 Pet 2:21), and
“you” should recall LXX Psalm 33 as an assurance that the LORD delivers the right-
eous sufferer.

THE QUOTATION OF LXX PS 33:13 IN 1 PET 3:10-13

LXX Psalm 33 is quoted most extensively in 1 Pet 3:10-13. A comparison of the
verse in the MT and the LXX (see below) shows the Greek translator follows the
Hebrew word order but construes bwOf (≥ôb; “good”) to modify µymiy: (yámîm; “days”)
and therefore puts ajgaqav" (agathas; “good”) in the feminine, plural, accusative form
to agree with hJmevra" (hémeras; “days”), resulting in the difference between “who
loves days to see good” (MT) and “who loves to see good days” (LXX):

MT Ps 34:13: µyYIjæ ≈pej;h, vyaih;Aymi (mî há’îæ he≤ápé÷ ≤ayyîm; “who is the
person who desires life,”)

bwOf twOar“li µymiy: bheao (’óhéb yámîm lir’ôt ≥ôb; “who loves
days to see good?”)

OG Ps 33:13: ti" ejstin a[nqrwpo" oJ qevlwn zwhvn (tis estin anthrópos ho
thelón zóén; “who is the person who desires life”)

ajgapw'n hJmevra" ijdei'n ajgaqav" (agapón hémeras idein
agathas; (“who loves to see good days?”)

When the quotation of LXX Ps 33:13 in 1 Pet. 3:10 is compared to its source
text, most of the differences between the two are accommodations to the flow of
the letter. The biggest difference between the quote as it is found in 1 Peter and
that in LXX Psalm 33 is that in the Greek of the psalm, ajgapw'n (agapón) is a mas-
culine, singular, participle used substantively, but in 1 Peter its form has been
changed into the present, active, infinitive, ajgapa'n (agapan), with the change of a
single vowel: the omega to an alpha:

1 Pet 3:10: oJ ga;r qevlwn zwh;n ajgapa'n (ho gar thelón zóén agapan;
“for the one who wishes life”)

kai; ijdei'n hJmevra" ajgaqav" (kai idein hémeras agathas (“to
love and to see good days”)

Was this a variant reading already found in the Greek Psalm Peter quoted? Or
was it his own creative interpretation and adaptation of the quotation for his pur-
poses? Given that the difference is only one vowel, textual corruption is strongly
suggested.
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However, there are no extant variant readings of LXX Ps 33:13 involving this
vowel difference nor are there any extant variant readings of 1 Pet 3:10. Therefore,
the manuscript evidence tilts toward concluding that the difference was the work of
the apostle as he adapted the quotation for his purposes.4

And what difference in meaning might the infinitive form make? That is, is
ajgapa'n a complementary infinitive of oJ qevlwn with zwhvn its direct object? That
would read, “For the one who wishes to love life and to see good days.”

Or is the infinitive expressing the result of the desired life: “For the one who
wishes life to love and to see good days”? This is not clear syntactically, but perhaps
the context can help. Peter is writing to Christian believers, to those who have
expressed desire for a new life in Christ (in other words, “the one who wishes life”).
He writes to instruct them how to live this new life they have entered through new
birth (1 Pet 1:3). Leonhard Goppelt construes “life” here to refer to the entire exis-
tence of the Christian with God, both the temporal present and the eschatological
future.5 “Good days” for the Christian are those that enjoy the fellowship of God,
days that are already present in this life because of the eschatological new birth in
Christ. Earlier in the letter, the apostle has mentioned his readers’ love for the Lord
Jesus (1:8) and has exhorted them to love one another (1:22; 2:17).

Thus given the context, the infinitive seems to express the result of the new
life they desire. That is, those who are born again into the living hope will, as a
result, love (ajgapa'n) others and see (ijdei'n) good days instead of evil. Just as the
psalmist wanted to teach the fear of the Lord (LXX Ps 33:12), so Peter wants to
warn his readers the new birth in Christ must result in a transformed way of life.

Sue Woan has made an extensive and convincing analysis of Peter’s use of this
quotation. She argues that the explicit OT quotations in 1 Peter act as a summary
to the preceding section—all except the quotation under discussion here, which she
considers to be a janus verse. This quotation not only summarizes “the kind of
behavior expected from someone who has entered the ‘new life’ of the Christian.
But it also seems to act as a springboard to the section that follows. . . . it both sum-
marizes and introduces material . . . at both a linguistic and a thematic level”6

Woan’s analysis has convincingly demonstrated that the “quotation from
Psalm 34 at 3:10-12 is indeed pivotal to the thinking of the whole letter. This quo-
tation not only stands at the climax of the letter, it not only concludes one section
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and introduces another, but it also contains vocabulary and themes that pervade the
entire letter.”7

The pervasive influence of LXX Psalm 33 throughout the letter also illumi-
nates 1 Pet 2:1-3. This psalm, rather than the immediately preceding quotation
from Isaiah 40, provides exegetical key to the referent of to; logiko;n a[dolon gavla
(to logikon adolon gala; “the pure spiritual milk”) mentioned in 2:2. Viewed from
this perspective, a very different understanding of the milk metaphor results than
has been seen by the majority of interpreters.

THE INTERPRETIVE CONTEXT OF ttoo;; llooggiikkoo;;nn aa[[ddoolloonn ggaavvllaa

In 1 Pet 2:3, the apostle Peter writes, “Therefore, rid yourselves of all malice
and all deceit, hypocrisy, envy, and slander of every kind.” As Woan points out, the
wording of this exhortation most likely echoes LXX Ps 33:14, since both texts refer
to evil (kakou'; kakou) and deceit (dovlon; dolon) and “there is also a strong thematic
resonance.”8

The exegetical crux of this verse is in the interaction between the sensory
metaphor of to; logiko;n a[dolon gavla and “tasting that the Lord is good,” which is
a direct allusion to LXX Ps 33:9, “Taste and see that the LORD is good.”

The King James translation of this verse reflects a long-standing interpretive
tradition that identifies the referent of the milk metaphor as the word of God: “As
newborn babes, desire the sincere milk of the word, that ye may grow thereby” (ital-
ics added). This paper suggests, along with a minority of interpreters, that the ref-
erent of the metaphor to; logiko;n a[dolo galav is something other than and broad-
er than the word of God and something related to moral transformation that allows
the Christian believer to grow toward the end goal of salvation.9

The interpretation that to; logiko;n gavla refers to the word of God, whether
in the form of apostolic preaching or inscripturated in the Bible, is based largely on
two exegetical missteps. The first is the etymological fallacy of closely associating
the meaning of the adjective logikovn with the noun lovgo" (logos; “word”).10

The second concerns which OT quotation or allusion, if any, forms the inter-
pretive context. Is it LXX Isa 40:6-8, quoted in 1 Pet 1:24-25 or is it LXX Psalm
33? The quotation of LXX Isa 40:6-8 does mention the word of the LORD, though
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the word there is to; rJh'ma (to hréma), not lovgo".11 The phrase dia; lo;gou zw'nto"
qeou' (dia logou zóntos theou; “through the word of the living God”) occurs out-
side of a quotation in 1:23. Or does LXX Psalm 33 form the intertextual context
in which to determine the referent of the metaphor?

Consider that the main clause is found in 2:2, “as newborn babies, crave to;
logiko;n gavla so by it you may grow up in your salvation.” The metaphor is a sen-
sory metaphor of taste. Had Peter still been thinking of the Isa 40:6 quotation and
of the word of the LORD, he could have chosen to continue with a quotation that
would echo the phrase “word of the LORD/God,” such as LXX Ps 118:103 (Eng.,
Heb., Ps 119:103), “How sweet to my throat are your words [ta; lovgiav sou; ta
logia sou].” The echo created within the intertextual space between 1 Pet 2:1-2 and
LXX Ps 118:103 would then have reverberated on the referent of the word(s) of
God. But instead, the author of 1 Peter alludes to LXX Ps 33:9, “now that you have
tasted that the LORD is good,” which creates no reverberation of the concept of the
word of God, for neither LXX Psalm 33 nor its corresponding Hebrew text (Ps 34)
mentions the word of God.

To understand what the metaphor does refer to, three additional exegetical
points must be considered, all of which point away from the majority interpretation
“milk of the word”: 1) the author’s syntax and lexical choice, 2) the belief in the
Greco-Roman world that the quality of breast milk ingested as an infant deter-
mined the later character of a person, and 3) the relationship of the participial
phrase to the imperative verb “crave” (ejpipoqhvsate epipothésate).

Turning to the first point about syntax and lexical choice, it must be noted
that the expression to; logiko;n a[dolon gavla (to logikon adolon gala) is not a very
apt or straightforward way of referring to the word of God, even though the very
influential KJV sent English interpreters in that direction by translating it as “the
sincere milk of the word.” The straightforward phrase “word of God” occurs more
than eighty times in just about every book of the New Testament. Had Peter meant
to restrict the referent of the metaphor to the preaching of the gospel or the read-
ing of Scripture, he had a straightforward way to say that. But the unusual adjec-
tive logikov" (logikos) occurs otherwise in the NT only in Rom 12:1, where it refers
to Christians offering themselves to God as their “logikh;n (logikén)” worship.12
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Defending the association of logikov" with logo;" tou' qeou' (logos tou theou) Paul
Achtemeier writes,

Since, therefore, in this context, the word of God (logo;" qeou') was the agency
by which the readers were rebegotten as Christians (1:23), and since the word
of the Lord (rJh'ma kurivou) was the good news that has been communicated to
them (1:25b), some relationship between the divine word and the adjective
logikov" seems most likely.13

But when Peter exhorts his readers to crave pure spiritual milk, is he really
telling them to listen to more sermons or to read more Scripture, even as good and
necessary as those activities may be?

There are a few relevant parallels in the extrabiblical corpus that clearly show
the sense of the adjective to mean “rational” (for example, Epictetus Diatr. 1.16.20;
Philo Spec. 1.277; T.Levi 3.16). For instance, Epictetus, a pagan Greek philoso-
pher, can say that because he is logikov", in comparison to a nightingale or a swan,
he must sing praises to God (Diatr. 1.16.20). 

But to be rational in the Greek world influenced by Stoic thought meant to con-
form oneself to the Logos as the divine rationality that ordered the universe. So this paper
argues that for Peter and Paul, the sense of the adjective as “rational” or “reasonable”
suggested conformity, not to the Stoic Logos, but to Christ as the one who inaugurat-
ed and ordered a new eschatological reality.14 If so, the syntax and lexical choice in the
phrase to; logiko;n a[dolon gavla likely points to craving only what is consistent with life
in the new reality that Christ’s death, resurrection, and ascension has created.

This understanding of logikovn seems to be that of Oecumenius when he
writes on 1 Pet 2:1: “These few words say a great deal, for it is unworthy of those
who have been born again to an incorruptible life to be ensnared by evil and to pre-
fer things which have no existence to that which truly exists” (emphasis added).15

Logikovn milk therefore corresponds to what nourishes new life in the reality that
the believer enters through new birth, and without which the believer will perish.

But there is another adjective modifying “milk:” a[dolon (adolon), which is
often translated as “pure.” At the time Peter wrote, many in the Greco-Roman
world believed the quality of breast milk ingested as an infant determined the later
character of a person.16 Prior to the modern invention of infant formula in the nine-
teenth century—and certainly at the time 1 Peter was written—all babies either
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received their life-sustaining nourishment though breast-feeding for the first cou-
ple years of their lives or they died. And so to crave milk as newborn babies is a direct
reference to breastfeeding.

On this point, much modern thought about the metaphor is anachronistic,
reading modern cultural values back into the ancient text. Wayne Grudem, for
instance, and others who consider this to be a reference to the word of God and
who are shaped by modernist controversies concerning biblical inerrancy, under-
stand a[dolon (adolon) to mean “unadulterated” or “uncontaminated;” that is,
truth unmixed with false doctrine.17 They wrongly take this as a statement about
the inerrancy of the Bible.

Furthermore, when Peter employs the metaphor of milk, he does not contrast
it to solid food, creating a negative evaluation of spiritual maturity, as does the
apostle Paul (compare 1 Cor 3:2; also Heb 5:12,13). Rather, Peter’s point is that
all people born anew as children of God must be nourished by to; logiko;n a[dolon
gavla or their new life will die. There is no point at which the Christian outgrows
the need for this milk.

Because it was believed the moral character of the baby was imparted by the
quality of the milk it ingested while nursing, great moral significance was attached
to the decision of who would be best to nurse an infant.18 Some ancient writers
raised moral suspicions about the widespread practice of hired wet nurses in order
to argue that the ideal mother nursed her own baby. Against that background,
Philip Tite offers this thought about the adjective a[dolon as it describes the quali-
ty of the milk Christians are to crave:

. . . bad milk [that is, the opposite of a[dolon gavla in Peter’s rhetoric], there-
fore, is milk that leads the nursling (=Petrine Christian) to vice rather than
virtue; and it is this possibility of falling into vice that threatens the proper
growth of the Christian into salvation. With this adjective, therefore, the
nursling-milk metaphor becomes an exhortation for moral development, to fol-
low the path of virtue rather than vice.19

This cultural background on the quality and source of breast milk helps to
explain the rather bizarre imagery in the later church of the Father as having breasts
that are milked by the Holy Spirit and references to Christ as the “breast of life.”20
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Peter seems to be saying that any source of spiritual nourishment that is not of the
Lord himself is unhealthy for the Christian.

And so both the apostle’s syntax and lexical choice, combined with the cul-
tural significance of the metaphor in light of beliefs about nursing in the Greco-
Roman world, support an understanding of the metaphor that is broader than just
reference to the word of God preached or inscripturated.

The third exegetical issue is the relationship of the participial phrase beginning
ajpoqevmenoi . . . (apothemenoi . . .; “put off . . .”) to the imperative ejpipoqhvsate
(epipothésate; “crave”), and this also suggests that to crave milk is to pursue moral
virtue. Elsewhere in the NT, the same verb, ajpotiqhmi, occurs six times to describe
turning from the vices and sins of the life lived before faith in Christ (Rom 13:12;
Eph 4:22,25; Col 3:8; Heb 12:1; James 1:21).

In each case, the admonition to “put off” the negative vices is followed by a
positive expression of what to do instead. These six statements written by three
other apostolic authors bear striking similarity to the statement of 1 Pet 2:1-2,
where to crave to; logiko;n a[dolon gavla parallels Paul’s concept of “putting on the
armor of light,” Hebrews’ “running the race with eyes fixed on Jesus,” and James’s
“humbly accepting the word planted in you. . . .”

It seems evident that the use of this verb with these parallel concepts should
inform our understanding that craving to; logiko;n a[dolon gavla refers to the pas-
sionate desire to reorient one’s whole self and life to the reality of one’s new birth.
As Tite also observes, the Petrine rhetoric presents “the antithesis [of the exhorta-
tion to ‘put off’] through the nursling-milk metaphor rather than a virtue list.”21

And so, four exegetical points point away from the traditional understanding
of the referent of the milk to be the word of God: 1) the pervasive use of LXX Psalm
33 throughout the letter as constitutive of the intertextual space in which the
metaphor should be interpreted; 2) the author’s syntax and lexical choice; 3) the
belief in the Greco-Roman world that the quality of milk ingested by an infant deter-
mined one’s moral character; and 4) the relationship of the participial phrase to the
imperative ejpipoqhvsate in comparison to other similar constructions in the NT.

Consequently, to crave “pure spiritual milk” means to crave that which nur-
tures growth of spiritual life after rebirth into the new reality that Christ’s death,
resurrection, and ascension has created. Although this is a minority position among
today’s interpreters, it nevertheless reaches back to at least Venerable Bede in the
eighth century, Calvin in the seventeenth century, F. Hort in the nineteenth, and
J. Ramsey Michaels and Douglas Harink today.22
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To crave the pure spiritual milk means to crave Christ himself, for only he can
sustain the new life he created. Only by “ingesting” Christ can the Christian expe-
rience the moral transformation necessary to live the new life.

Kelly Liebengood finds this reading “compelling” because “it runs with the
grain of what Peter has been developing throughout 1 Peter 1.1–2.10.”23 Using
Augustine’s anthropological insight that to flourish as a Christian one must learn
to properly order their affections, Liebengood reads the milk metaphor as craving
the true telos of the Christian’s new life.24 He writes,

Peter consistently reminds his readers that they are on a journey in which their
allegiances and affections are constantly being challenged and tested. Peter
urges his addressees to understand their suffering in this context of competing
allegiances and affections, and reminds his readers that in order to make it to
the object of their love, the incorruptible inheritance, they will need to culti-
vate and keep their affections fixed on Jesus.25

Although it may seem strange to think of Christ as the pure, spiritual milk that
must be ingested to sustain the new life, it is no more strange than the Bread of Life
discourse in John 6, where, after feeding the five thousand, Jesus says, “Very truly I
tell you, unless you eat the flesh of the Son of Man and drink his blood, you have no
life in you. Whoever eats my flesh and drinks my blood has eternal life, and I will raise
them up at the last day. For my flesh is real food and my blood is real drink” (John
6:53-55; NIV). On hearing such a difficult teaching, many who were following Jesus
turned away, prompting Jesus to ask the Twelve, “You do not want to leave too, do
you?” (John 6:67). And who was it who replied, “Lord, to whom shall we go? You
have the words of eternal life”? Simon Peter, the stated author of 1 Peter.

CONCLUSION: THE MAJOR THRUST OF PETER’S USE OF LXX PS 33

Peter’s extensive use of LXX Psalm 33 to ground his ethical teaching for
Christians indicates his readers are heirs of the spiritual heritage of ancient Israel,
and more specifically, that God will deliver Christians who suffer for living right-
eously. Peter writes to teach Christian believers a “fear of the LORD” that must be
embodied in a transformation of their ethics.
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Cliff Barbarick observes, “The milk grows the community into salvation; or,
to translate the metaphor, Christ, through the parabolic pattern of his own life,
shapes the community who remembers him into those who will likewise persevere
through suffering and share in his glory.”26 They must put off all malice, deceit,
hypocrisy, envy, and slander of every kind and must crave all the ways Christ gives
himself to his people as the only nourishment that will sustain the new life.SCJ
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